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Abstract. We studied the temperature dependence of the electron transport in C60 based
Organic Field Effect Transistors (OFETs). On the spin-coated bottom gate dielectric, the
semi-conducting C60 thin-film has been grown by standard evaporation technique. Device
parameters as the threshold voltage, the field effect mobility and the activation energy of the
electron transport were determined in the temperature range from 300 K to 77 K. The field
effect mobility obeys the Meyer-Neldel Rule (MNR), which is an empirical relation
between activation energy and the mobility prefactor.

1.

Introduction

The charge transport mechanism in organic field effect transistors (OFET) has
been subject of research for some years now [1-11]. Although the temperature (T)
and gate voltage (VG) dependence of the charge carrier mobility (μFE) of OFETs
has been reported [1-12], the observed thermally activated behaviour of charge
transport mechanisms in these organic devices is still not fully understood. It is
even difficult to obtain an accurate picture of the nature of the transport due to
large variations in the experimental data on even nominally the same samples [111].
Many organic materials have been reported to follow the Meyer-Neldel Rule
(MNR) which is a phenomenological model to describe the observed temperature
dependence of the mobility.
The thermally activated behavior of the field effect mobility can be described as
[3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 13- 15]
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where EA is the variable activation energy, T is the absolute temperature, kB is
Boltzmann constant and µo is a prefactor, which can be found empirically. This
prefactor also depends on EA. Equation (2) which gives the relation between the
mobility prefactor (µo) and EA is called the MNR.
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Inserting equation (2) into (1) gives:
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Which means, that at T=TMN the mobility becomes independent of EA and is called
µMN. EA also depends on the applied VG. Consequently, if µ is plotted versus 1/T
for different VG a common crossing point must be obtained at (µMN, 1/TMN).
The MNR has been observed in a wide variety of physical, chemical and
biological processes [4, 7, 8]. However, the microscopic origin of the MNR and
therefore, the physical meaning of EMN, are still a topic of discussion [4, 7-9].
Among the n-type organic semiconductors, fullerenes with a symmetric structure
and low ionization potential show a relatively high charge carrier mobility 0.6-6
cm2/ V-1s-1. [1, 5] Therefore we selected C60 based OFETs for our investigations.

2.

Experimental Methods

The device scheme of the OFET employed is shown in the inset of Fig.1 (a).
Details of device fabrication of the C60 OFETs are reported previously [1, 5]. The
deposition of the C60 was done at RT using a Leybold Univex system at base
pressure of 10-6 mbar. The completed devices were loaded in the Oxford cryostat
under N atmosphere inside the glove box to avoid exposure to ambient conditions.
The measurements were conducted in small temperature steps of 10K in the range
from 300K to 77K. Every temperature step was kept 60 minutes so that the device
got thermally stabilized. The output and transfer measurements were recorded by
smu Agilent 2000.

3.

Results and Discussion

Fig. 1. Shows the output characteristics of the device at 300K and 77K at gate
voltages of 20V, 40V, and 60V.

Fig. 1. The output characteristics of the OFET device shown at different gate voltages (a) at
300 K. (b) at 77 K

The transfer characteristics in the linear regime as well as in the saturation regime
are shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) respectively.

Fig. 2. Transfer characteristics of the C60 FET at different temperatures. (a) In the linear
regime for VD=2V and (b) in the saturation regime for VD=60V.

Without taking into account the contact resistance the drain current (ID) can be
described in the linear regime as function of VG by the following equation.

ID

V D = constt .

=
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L

μ FE C i V D (V G − V th . )

(4)

where W and L are the width and length of transistor channel, Ci the capacitance of
the dielectric layer and Vth the threshold voltage. In the linear regime, the applied
gate field is much larger than the in-plane drift field, which results in an
approximately uniform density of charge carriers in the active channel. Using
equation (4), μFE can be evaluated from the local slopes of the transfer
characterization (see Fig. 2(a). The obtained μFE in the linear regime is plotted as a
function of VG in Fig. 3 for different temperatures
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Fig. 3. (a) µFE in the linear regime as a function of carrier density and the VG at different
T.(b) Arrhenius plot of field effect mobility in linear regime at gate voltages of 5-11V.

This set of data can be converted into an Arrhenius plot as shown in Fig. 3(b) for
gate voltages between5 and 11V. The mobility data can now be analyzed by using
the MNR described in equation (3). From the slopes of the fit to data points
activation energies for the mobility can be calculated for each gate voltage. The
results are summarized in Fig. 4(a). The Arrhenius plot of Fig 3(b) can be fitted by
two different lines for each VG depending on the temperature range taken into
account. Therefore we obtained two EA for each VG depending on the temperature
range. The explanation of different EA in the different ranges of T is unclear,
although it has also been observed previously in sexithiophene (6T) and
octothiophene (8T) [2].

Fig. 4. (a) VG dependent EA evaluated using the data from Fig.4 (a) in two different ranges
of T. (b) Plot of µo verses EA using the data from Fig.3 (b).

Following the MNR we can deduce from the common intersect of all the fits in
Fig. 3(b) the µMN =2.45cm2V-1s-1 and the TMN=480K which corresponds to an
EMN=1/ (kB TMN) = 41meV.
Finally the extrapolation of the fitting lines in Fig. 3(b) for infinite temperature
gives the prefactor µo as defined in the equation (1) for each EA. The data are
summarized in Fig. 4(b).

Such an observation of strong VG and T dependent EA can be explained using the
multi trap and release model which assumes a semiconductor with Fermi level
closer to the band edge and upon applying VG the Fermi level moves through the
distribution of band tail states. As a result EA is reduced as the density of injected
charge carriers are increased above the mobility edge [4, 6-11].

4.

Conclusions

Organic field effect transistors were fabricated based on C60 layers. The
temperature dependence of µFE was investigated for different VG. μFE is found to be
thermally activated with activation energies strongly dependent on the applied VG.
Upon extrapolation of the data in the Arrhenius plot to infinite temperature in the
Meyer-Neldel formalism, TMN=480K and µMN=2.45cm2V-1s-1 can be extracted. The
observed temperature dependence of µFE can be explained by empirical MNR,
which is based on the assumption of an exponential density of states distribution.
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